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FADE IN;
INSIDE THE IMAGINATION OF A FIVE YEAR OLD BOY;
(A child*8 imagination is a nest powerful force. It can transform
kitchen spoon into a spaceship...or a wallpaper design into a
story of adventure and daring.)
SURREAL IMAGES float across screen as we attempt to glimpse into
this mysterious world of a child's imaginings:
A fairytale city of spires and cathedrals painted in multicolored strips accompained by fanciful music denoting a sense
of another world where reality is a question of perspective.
Hinged beings of various colors fade into screen, as they
populate the sky overhead. Colorful doll-like townspeople spin
and dance in a town square. Horses join the winged beings as they
leap over buildings in play. The Sun rises and opens it eyes,
shedding orange light and warmth. The images have the feel of
cartoonist Windsor McCay and his Little Nemo in Slumberland.
INTERCUT;
The face of a five year old boy, JACK SAWYER as he conjures up
these images. There is almost a trance like quality about his
expression. He is completely enveloped in this world, oblivious
to his "real" surroundings which have not yet been revealed.
THE DISTANT VOICE OF HIS MOTHER, LILY, is heard O.S.;
LILY (O.S.)
JAAACCKK. Jaaaccck....Jaaacccckkkkyyyyy....
CUT TO:
INT. JACK SAWYER'S BEDROOM - DAY.
C.U. of JACK, as he blinks his eyes, slowly registering the call
of his mother, he repsonds as if from a dream;
JACK
Yeah!
LILY (O.S.)
Are you ready for lunch?
JACK
(not understanding)
What?
LILY (O.S.)
LUNCH! Do you want any lunch!?

LILY (O.S.)
Do I have to scream across this
_ house! Where are you!
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Jack lies on his bed facnig the wallpaper - A COLLECTION OF
FAIRYTALE IMAGES repeated in patterns. The image is of a fairy
tale town of castles with a bright shining sun.
Jack hops off his bed, yelling;
JACK .
I'm not hungry!
Instead, he plops on the floor and starts immediately playing
with a REMOTE CONTROLLED BRITISH TAXI CAB. He drives the cab
out of his toy infested room and exits.
CUT TO:
INT. SAWYER HOME; LOS ANGELES - DAY.
C.U. of TOY CAB as he races through the house; dodging furniture,
jumping carpets while Jack hums a little "adventure movie theme".
Suddenly, THE CAB CRASHES INTO THE TABLE LEG OF A DELICATE
TABLE, jolting the base and causing the VASE on top of
it to wobble. We hear the remote drop to the floor as JACK'S
TWO SMALL HANDS come into frame to steady the vase, as we hear;
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LILY (O.S.)
JACK!...What are you doin?
JACK
(boyishly innocent)
Nothing.
Picking up the remote, he turns drives the cab away from the
table. He heads back down a corridor to his room. On the way
he passes by A DOOR. Jack stops at the door, staring up at it
with respect and curiosity.
It is the door to HIS FATHER'S STUDY, his father's private room.
O.S. his mother LILY, calls :
LILY (O.S.)
Jack!. Where are you!?
JACK
(mischieviously)
Nowhere.
He eyes THE DOOR OF HIS FATHER'S STUDY. To Jack, or any
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little boy who idolizes his father, it's a secret entrance
to the mysterious and the marvelous; the private world of his
father. He slowly reaches for the door knob and turns. The
door slowly swings open revealing;
AN EMPTY STUDY of books and papers and fatherly things.
His mother warns 0.S.:
LILY (O.S.)
Just stay out of your
father's study, you hear me!
JACK
O.K.!
He shuts the door, and runs down the corridor lined with pictures
and plants. He makes a right into his room and disappears O.S.
CAMERA REMAINS ON EMPTY CORRIDOR, with THE DOOR TO THE STUDY in
the foreground, as THE PHONE RINGS O.S.;
LILY (O.S.)
Hello!...SUSIE! Hey! When are
you guys coming over?...Huh-huh....
Oh...Did you just feel a tremor!?
I swear I just felt something...Ha,
I moving back to New York. You people
are nuts...Hahah....
(VOICE FADES as dialogue continues O.S...)
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Jack's little head mischieviously re-appears, popping back
out of his doorway and peering down the corridor. Continuing
her phone conversation O.S. his mother is now occupied, so the
coast, temporarily, is clear. He carries his taxi cab and
remote controls and crosses straight to his father's office.
He reverently reaches for the door knob of the study.
C.U.; THE DOORKNOB Jack slowly turns the knob, the door slowly. opens.
But Jack is most surprised by what he sees.
POV INT. STUDY;
HIS FATHER IS NOW SITTING AT HIS DESK, WRITING IN A BOOK
WITH A GOLD PEN. He turns to his son and smiles warmly,
though his expression tells us he is also burdened with
deep concerns.

Jack is a little mixed-up. He was sure the room was empty.
FATHER
(smiles)
Come here you.
Jack forgets the strangeness of his father's sudden appearance,
and rushes to his dad's open arms. His father hugs as if for the
last time. He speaks gently, lovingly;
FATHER
What are you up to, huh?
JACK
Nothing.
FATHER
Nothing? Can I play too?
(Jack nods)
Let me finish this and I'll be
right with you, O.K.?
Jack nods as his father releases him. He watches his dad turn
back to the desk and pick up THE BEAUTIFUL GOLD PEN and begins
to write in a SMALL BLACK BOOK.
Jack's eye then wanders to the other wonders of this warm and
inviting room filled with books and mementos. The walls are soft
earthy colors - okre, pumpkin and soft browns. A big leather
couch sits against the wall, opposite the door. Bookshelves line
the walls with a desk and chair sitting snugly beneath them.
He looks way up, to the top of the bookshelves, where giant
books with big words he doesn't understand, lay on their sides.
Titles like; THE TEACHINGS OF THE SECRET SCHOOLS, ARCANE LAWS FOR
THE AGES, EINSTEIN'S THEORY OF RELATIVITY, THE PHYSICS OF MAGIC.
Jack moves to a PHOTOGRAPH tacked on the wall.
ANGLE ON ; PHOTOGRAPH The most beautiful beach you can imagine. Not only does everything look pristine and unspoiled by civilization - the colors
in the photo are almost surreal. The sky is bright, bright
blue...the water is a shimmering, rich indigo...the sand almost
sparkling beneath an orange red, perfectly round sun.
The photo looks HOLOGRAPHIC. He is captivated by it.
ANGLE ON ; FATHER His father continues to write when, suddenly, he notices that
THE WATER IN A GLASS on his desk is starting to QUIVER. He feels
the desk itself starting to VIBRATE ever so slightly.
He turns on Jack abruptly;
yffPSKV
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JACK!

Startled, Jack turns - dropping his taxi cab and remote.
FATHER
Go to your room. I...I have to finish this. O.K.
JACK
(feeling the shaking)
It is an earthquake?
FATHER
- No, just a tremor I think..Go on.
Jack moves to the door. His father eyes him - with a loving yet
troubled gaze then speaks, to his own surprise;
FATHER
Jack!
(Jack turns at the door)
Don't be afraid.
The father utters this line with a deeper meaning than Jack
understands. So he nods and exits, closing the door behind him.
CUT TO:
EXT. STUDY - DAY: SAME TIME.
Jack exits and closes the door. He begins to walk back to his
room when he realizes he forgot his toy cab in the study. He
turns around and walks back to the door. But as he reaches for
the knob, he stops. He stops because he hears;
THE WHISPERING OF TWO VOICES FROM INSIDE THE STUDY.
A chill runs down his back. He is curious, but also
apprehensive. THE WHISPERS ARE ANGRY in tone. We pick
up only hints;
WHISPER ONE
I'm sick of you telling me what to do!
WHISPER TWO (FATHER)
Please..Not here.
WHISPER ONE
Where is it? I have a right to know too!
Jack decides to go in. He reaches for the knob but stops when;
C U . ON KNOB, as it begins to shake - as if from another tremor.
jf**-

Then it stops. Jack's hand turns the knob and pushes open the
door. It swings wide to reveal that;
T H E ROOM

IS EMPTY AGAIN. No dad. No whispering voices.

Jack enters in wonder and confusion. His nervousness causes his
breathing to turn shallow. He pulls out an INHALER (BRONCODIALTOR
used for asthma) and takes two breaths. Looking around the room
he notices on the floor; A CANDY WRAPPER for a MINT CALLED:
FRESH BREATH. He is sure it wasn't there before. He picks it up.
LILY (O.S.)
JACK...? COME IN HERE AND HAVE LUNCH!
Jack jumps. He rushes out of the room and closes the door behind
him. CAMERA REMAINS on the TOY TAXI CAB which Jack
has yet again left behind...
CUT TO:
INT. KITCHEN - LATER THAT DAY.
Jack is playing with his tuna fish sandwich, eating on a stool at
the kitchen counter. In the B.G., through glass doors, we can see
the LEGS AND TORSO OF LILY, who lies in the yard, sunbathing. A
radio plays the song, evocative of the period. THE PHONE RINGS.
Jack slides off his stool and picks up;
JACK
Hello.
AN UPSET UNCLE TOMMY speaks from the other end, hiding the pain
in his voice;
TOMMY (O.S.)
Hey little man. It's Uncle Tommy.
JACK
(beams)
Hi! Are you coming over?
TOMMY (O.S.)
Yeah, in a little while...is
your mom there, kiddo?
JACK
Yeah...(calls) MOM IT'S UNCLE TOMMY.
Jack puts down the phone and returns to his sandwich. Lily enters
but camera remains at Jack's eye level. We only see Lily from the
mid-section down. She picks up.
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LILY
Hey Tommy. Where are you guys?
- You're missing a beautif-...
What?...What do you mean?
(starts to cry)
WHAT?...OH MY GOD!...Oh my God...
Camera is on Jack as he panics watching his mother get upset.
JACK
Mom?...
LILY
- Oh GOD!...
She starts crying as she drops the phone and runs O.S. Jack gets
off the stool and listens, but Tommy is gone. He hangs it up.
He walks off towards his mother but decides not to follow.
Instead, he enters his father's study and looks around.
JACK
Daddy?
He sits on the big couch and WAITS FOR HIS DADDY TO COME BACK.
CUT TO:
TIME JUMP TO THE PRESENT
INT. MANHATTANT APARTMENT - TWILIGHT.
CAMERA PULLS BACK to reveal A TWELVE YEAR OLD JACK sitting in
a small gray room full of packed boxes.
LILY (O.S.)
Jackie, the moving men can finish up!
Come on, the car is here!
He picks up his knapsack, but then remembers something he has
to bring. He grabs a paperback copy of KEROUAC'S "ON THE
ROAD". He picks up his broncodialting inhaler, takes a quick
hit and puts it in his pocket. He exits.
CUT TO:
INT. MANHATTAN APARTMENT - TWILIGHT.
Jack walks through a long foyer. On the walls are MOVIE POSTERS
OF B-HORROR MOVIES from the 70's starring LILY CAVANAUGH.
He enters the living room to find her downing the last of the
scotch as she slips on her coat. He senses she is in a bad mood.
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LILY
Help me with this, will ya?
_
(Jack eases her coat onto her)
Did we pack the photo albums of
your dad's family?
JACK
Those are in storage in LA
when we packed up the Encino house.
(adolescent annoyance)
Our entire lives are in storage.
LILY
- Yeah, well when you turn eighteen,
you can put me in storage.
Along with the rest of the junk.
Lily's sarcastic self-deprecating talk hurts Jack. He looks to
the posters that had given Lily the image of being a beautiful,
sexy, siren being either tormented, hunted or coveted by some
evil. Only one seems to stand out as different from the others; a
love story called QUEEN FOR A DAY. Now Lily seems, not only
older, but beaten. Her skin is pallid, her body, skin and bones.
She picks up her bag from a hall table, along with A BOTTLE OF
PRESCRIPTION PILLS which she tosses in her bag. Jack follows.
THE PHONE RINGS which stops them both. Jack moves to answer
but Lily stops him.
LILY
Let the machine pick up.
There is a trace of anxiety in her voice, which Jack notices.
The machine turns on. An OLDER MAN'S VOICE (MORGAN SLOAT)
leaves a message.
MORGAN (O.S.)
Lily, it's Morgan. Where the hell are you?
You can't run forever kid!
We recognize it as the SAME VOICE we heard as the SECOND ANGRY
WHISPER, when Jack was little and listening, at the study door;
...I'm not going away that easy.
And if you think I am, you got
some bigger problems than you real-...
By this point, Lily has crossed to the machine and turned it off.
JACK
Now he's going to know you were here.
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LILY
I don't care. Let's go.
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They exit.
CUT TO:
EXT. HIGHWAY - TWILIGHT.
A car service limosine drives along a picturesque highway,
carrying Jack and Lily to their new destination.
INT. CAR - TWILIGHT.
Lily smokes a cigarette in silence. Jack gazes out at the
passing scenery. Lily coughs but doesn't stop smoking. We can
tell Jack is disturbed by this.
JACK
We didn't call Uncle Tommy.
Lily hides her uneasiness at this statement.
LILY
I called Susie and told her where we'd be.
JACK
What am I going do about school?
LILY
Relax!...Christ! You're taking a little
sabbatical. No big deal...I called
your teacher. She gave you
that book report to do.
She indicates the ON THE ROAD on his lap. Jack grimaces.
JACK
I hate it. I don't understand it!
All they do is drive all over
the place and get drunk at parties.
C.U.; LILY, as she says half sarcastically, half seriously;
LILY
Not such a bad idea.
Jack hates this side of his mother. He turns away and leans
against the window and tries to sleep. In the window,
HE SEES HIS MOTHER'S REFLECTION, floating eeriely along the
darkening highway. He is clearly upset and worried about her.
jMffaf^,

CUT TO:
EXT. ARCADIA BEACH - DAWN.
The ride has taken all night. The car drives through a deserted
beach town. Grey and lifeless, it's a ghosttown after the summer.
Beyond the town, they drive past the ARCADIA FUNWORLD;
a amusement park/FUNHOUSE also shut down for the season.
A broken neon sign flashes, ARCDIA UNWORLD.
CUT TO:
EXT. ALHAMBRA INNS AND GARDENS - MORNING.
A place that looks like it's "at the end of the world".
An imposing New England resort hotel that overlooks the ocean.
Now, in the October grey, it looks omnious and deadly quiet.
Jack immediately doesn't like where he is.
CUT TO:
INT. ALHAMBRA INNS AND GARDENS - MORNING.
Lily is checking in with an IMPERSONAL FRONT DESK CLERK who
eyes Jack. Jack surveys the lobby;
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He sees SEVERAL VERY OLD PEOPLE sitting in an armchairs reading
newspapers or napping. The place reeks of old age and decay
CUT TO:
INT. DINING ROOM - LATER THAT NIGHT.
A giant dining hall with over a hundred tables. Jack and Lily,
however, are the only people here. Theirs is the only table set.
All the other tables are covered or have chairs stacked on them.
LILY
I wonder why no one else comes to dinner.
JACK
(sarcastic)
Maybe because they don't
serve intravenous entrees on the menu.
Lily gives him a dirty look as A CURT WAITER approaches them.
He speaks his dialogue with deadpan irony.
WAITER
Can I get you anything from the bar?
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LILY
I'd like a martini. Straight up. Very dry.
JACK
I'd like one too. Neat. Very wet.
The waiter doesn't get it. Lily tells the waiter:
LILY
Don't mind him. He's in a mood.
WAITER
How old are you?
JACK
Twelve.
WAITER
(deadpan)
A twelve year old in a mood.
You must be from New York.
LILY
Is this the smoking section?
The waiter looks around sarcastically at the empty dining hall,
WAITER
No.
Getting equally irritated, Lily lights up in front of him.
LILY
Then I'll need an ashtray.
He exits O.S
Lily and Jack look serious, then crack
a smile. Lily starts giggling but Jack tries to remain serious.
JACK
Nazi waiter.
LILY
Boy, you ARE in a mood. Did you sleep?
(Jack shakes his head)
Teh. What am I going to do with you?.
JACK
Are we broke?
LILY
No. And it's not for you to worry
about. I'll take care of it.
y#B>V
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JACK
(persistent)
„ is that what Uncle Morgan wants to
talk to you about?
LILY
(sternly)
He's not your uncle! Don't call him that!
JACK
If we're almost broke, what are
we doing at a hotel? Where are we gonna live!?
LILY
We're taking a little vacation, that's all!
We'll relax. Hang out on the beach.
Watch TV...You can play outside.
You've got the whole place to yourself..
JACK
(petulant)
Play outside! It's like October The place is full of dead people.
The beaches are polluted. What am I
gonna do all day - bury dead seagulls?
LILY
ALL RIGHT! ENOUGH!...
Lily is hurt. Jack feels bad. He tries to make up. BEAT.
JACK
Channel 25's playing your movies
all this week for Halloween.
The other night was the one where
you were babysitting and the killer
kept delivering pizzas.
LILY
(remembers)
THE LAST SLICE! Did great business
in the Bronx, if I remember correctly.
JACK
(sincerely)
You were very good in it. .
LILY
(warming back up)
Teh...You looked just like your father
when you said that... (She touches his cheek)

12
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LILY
My two biggest fans...Why do you have
. to be such a kvetch pain in my ass?
JACK
I am not!
She starts coughing from her cigarette. Jack is disturbed by
this. He hands her a glass of water. She puts out her cigarette.
JACK
Are you all right?
LILY
(nods)
Just a tickle.
Jack's face tells us he knows it's more. Lily looks at her watch.
She pulls out her medication and takes one with the water.
Jack eyes the prescription. Lily sees this. Before he can ask,
another question, Lily knows she must tell him something,
so, she tells him a story as she lights up another cigarette.
LILY
You know, you're father and I came here.
Long time ago...It was the dead of winter.
The year I got the nomination for
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Q U E E N F O R A DAY. H e w a s s o e x c i t e d .
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wanted to fly out to L.A...let the
studio put us up in some four star
place, do the whole nine yards.
I knew I would't win but...there was no
telling your father! He did have a point I mean, it was the first time I
wasn't being chased with a buzz saw. The
Academy loves it when you do something
different. They think it's talent.
(Jack loves listening to her)
But it wasn't really. I was just
playing a girl in love...And,
it so happened at the time, I was...
SO I convinced him to take me away,
and we would watch the awards on TV...
He found this place. It was so
empty we kept moving to bigger rooms
in the middle of the night.. When I lost,
I remember, he said to me; Lil, we couldn't
be any luckier than we are right now. I
couldn't love you any more than I do right now.
(stops, almost crying then smiles;)
And then...well...nine months later
you were here.
jjS^V
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JACK
(sarcastic)
- Great. Now I'll really sleep - picturing
you and Dad humping all over the hotel.
LILY
Pain in the ass!
Beat. Lily puffs on her cigarette...then asks softly;
LILY
Do you remember him at till?
JACK
(serious)
A little. I remember his smell.
(Lily looks at him curiously)
He always smelled like...burnt leaves.
Lily remembers that too and smiles - not wanting to cry.
The waiters appears with their salads.
CUT TO:
INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT.
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The waves crashing and the galloping steed weathervane squeaking
in the wind above him, make Jack restless in bed. Jack is
dreaming. IT IS A NIGHTMARE:
FADE IN;
SURREAL IMAGES OF A BURNING EARTH; explosive, poisoned air,
bubbling watery fires and the distant cry of his mother;
LILY (O.S.)
JAACKKKK...JAAACK
JACK AWAKENS, STARTLED. He gets out of bed and closes the
window. Looking out, he sees the silhouette of the galloping
steed weathervane, projected on the ground through the moonlight.
As the wind spins the steed, it's image alternately appears,
then disappears, then re-appears, then disappears again - like
a mirror trick magicians use to create vanishing illusions. He
pulls himself away, grabs his inhaler, takes a few breathes
and exits into the living room.
CUT TO:
INT. HOTEL LIVING ROOM - NIGHT.
Lily is already up, watching one her old movies, chain smoking
and having a cocktail. She's a little drunk - softer, calmer...
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LILY
- Can't sleep again?
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Jack shakes his head and sits on the cou
her arms around him. He cuddles up to hez
LILY
What do you think about so mi
JACK
I don't know. Things.
\

LILY
- What things?
JACK
(calmly)
Oh stuff - the world ending....
nuclear war , getting skin cancer,
getting AIDS, Nazis coming back into pc
LILY
What is it with you and Nazis - they'n
not coming back!..Jesus..when I was yoi
age I used to worry about my skin brea!
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JACK
I worry about that too...I can't belie
I'm in high school. What a nightmare!
You should see the size of some of
those kids. Seniors look practically
middle aged. And then there's college
and ...and getting a job - how do you
know what to pick? How do you know wha
business will survive the ecomomy what if I pick the wrong thing and
I can't pay my bills?
LILY
Marry a rich girl.
JACK
And what about getting married?
I mean, how do you know who you're
supposed marry? What if mine's athlet
and mean? What if she has hair on her
And what if I go bald? Then no
one'11 want to marry me. And what if
you die before ...
Jack stops himself. Both he and Lily are uneasy with
Jack takes a another hit off his inhaler.
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LILY
(playing it cool)
„ Oh...you don't have to worry about
that for along time. Besides, in
a few years, you'll be dating - you'll
see how easy it gets. You're lucky
you're a boy, believe me...you're gonna
push me aside for some dame, soon enough.
JACK
Don't say that.
LILY
O• K• f
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JACK
I just don't think I can do it.
LILY
Do what?
JACK
Be a grown-up.
Lily squeezes him tight;
LILY
You'll do fine.
They watch LILY'S MOVIE on TV.
JACK
Is this "BLOOD BANQUET"...
(Lily nods)
The one where your mother-in-law's
a cannibal? Ugh, this one's gruesome!
LILY
It's just a movie kid.
ANGLE ON TV; Lily and another ACTOR are engaged in an eerie
conversation over the dinner table...Jack recites the lines
along with the actors;
ACTORS ON TV/JACK
(LILY) "But I tell you there's something
wrong"...(ACTOR)"Oh it's just the nerves...- of a newlywed...You have to get
to know her"...(LILY)"It's not my
nerves."...(ACTRESS) "Would anyone
care for some more lamb chops?"...
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Lily stifles a laugh and puts her hand over Jack's mouth. But
everytime she lets go, he continues the dialogue without missing
a beat. It's a game they play.
LILY
You should've been the actor in the family.
She reaches for another cigarette. Jack is disturbed.
JACK
What are those pills you take for?
LILY
- If you're not gonna watch the movie,
go to bed!
JACK
You've gotten really thin.
LILY
Jack!!
Jack turns to the movie. He can't help himself to ask another
question.
JACK
Can I call Uncle Tommy tomorrow?
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Out of nowhere, Lily slams the remote down and rises in anger.
LILY
JESUS! WHAT IS IT WITH YOU!?
Can't I get a break!? I feel like
I'm on a goddman quiz show!
"When are you gonna quit? Where's
Uncle Tommy? Why are we here?"...
JACK
(holding his ground)
Why ARE we here?
This stops her. She realizes she has blown up at him for no
reason. He deserves an answer. She mutes the TV and sits.
She speaks with great difficulty;
LILY
We're here because...because
I need some time to think things
out. I've...I've got to plan things...
Jack is about to ask another question, but Lily raises her
hand for him to wait.
17
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LILY
Your unc-(STOPS)...Morgan has been a.
me to sign some papers that ...
that will give him the business he and
your Dad had...He wants to set
aside money for your education. Make
sure you're taken care of. Your future.
JACK
What about your future?

Lily stares at his big beautiful eyes and tries with all her
might not to cry. She fights for strength.
LILY
(lying)
Well...he's gonna take care of me too.
But...see the thing is...your father
never really trusted Morgan. And I ..
I'm not sure what the right
thing to do is.
JACK
Why don't you ask Uncle Tommy?
This is another blow to Lily, who gathers her courage.
'

LILY
Honey...now I don't want you to worry...
but your Uncle Tommy...well nobody knows
where he is exactly.
(Jack listens intently)
He left work last Thursday and...no
one has seen him since.
JACK
Not even Aunt Susie?
She shakes her head. Getting anxious, Jack inhales his inhaler.
LILY
Now I really don't want you to worry.
I'm sure Tommy's fine. We'll call Aunt Susie
tomorrow and I bet you anything he's home...
Camera angles on Jack resting his head against his mother's
torso; both facing the blue glare of the TV.
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LILY
I love you very much.
And I'm...I'm sorry I never planned
so good before...But that's gonna
18
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LILY
change. I'm going to plan now...Maybe
_ I'll go back to work or maybe I'll
" sign these papers or maybe we'll
move to Montana and grow rutagbagas..
(Jack tries to smile)
We have lots of choices.
I'm going to work it all out.
You'll see. So don't worry...
Jack closes his eyes as he squeezes his mother tight - giving
her the strength he knows she lacks. He opens his eyes and says;
JACK
(lying)
I won't.
CUT TO:
INT. HOTEL ROOM - MORNING.
Jack is dressed and ready. Lily is fast asleep on the couch.
Jack seizes the opportunity to look through her bag as quietly
as he can. He finds the bottle of pills. He doesn't understand
the prescription but he reads the doctor's name and specialty;
ONCOLOGY.
CUT TO:
INT. HOTEL; LOBBY - DAY.
The several older people are in their same chairs, napping or
reading the papers. Jack looks through the bookshelves for
a dictionary. He is startled by the voice the CLERK.
CLERK
What are you looking for?
JACK
A dictionary.
CLERK
We don't have one. There's a library
in town. These books are not for reading.
The clerk moves away. Jack mutters;
JACK
Nazi hotel clerk.
A sweet ELDERLY WOMAN, offers her help.
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ELDERLY WOMAN
What word are you planning to look up?
JACK
Oh..It's..some medical word.
You wouldn't know it.
ELDERLY WOMAN
Well, that gentleman over there is
a doctor. Or used to be. Why don't you ask him?
0

Jack nods and slowly approaches an OLD MAN nodding off in his
chair, with a newspaper on his lap. Jack hesitates,,then asks;
JACK
Excuse me?...Excuse me!
The Old Man is startled and stares at Jack in a confused state.
JACK
Sorry ... but I heard you
were a doctor and I wondered if you
knew what...On..On-col-ogy meant...
The Old Man stares at him in complete bewilderment. Jack sighs;
J
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Forget it. It's O.K...Sorry...
Jack walks away. Camera follows him as he heads out of the lounge
until a VOICE O.S. stops him;
OLD MAN (O.S.)
Cancer.
Jack stops. He turns. The Old Man is looking at him from around
the big chair.
OLD MAN
It's the study of cancer.
Jack turns white. Everyone seems to be looking at him. He is
practically in shock. He runs out of the hotel.
CUT TO:
EXT. ALHAMBRA INNS; BEACH - DAY.
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A grey day. The beach is deserted. Jack RUNS, as if he were
being chased. Soon, he slows down, out of breath, feeling lost.
Along the shore are empty cans, papers and various bits
of trash. The water looks brown and dirty.
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JACK
Forget it! It's not true. It's not true.
He pulls out his INHALER and begins taking serveral hits.
He- sits on the shore and pulls out his copy of "ON THE ROAD".
He starts to read. The book blocks our view of his face. But,
the book lowers as Jack loses interest and stares out into the
ocean...He breaks down and starts to cry. After a beat or two,
he raises his head for a moment down the beach to see:
The eerie figure of a MAN standing very still, far down the
beach. It stands like a shadow, backlit by the hazy sun.
The same shadow/man from the night before.
Jack looks curiously, then with a slow recognition;
JACK
(mutters, confused)
Uncle Tommy?
He rises and begins to walk, saying a little louder;
JACK
Uncle Tommy!
He begins to run, dropping ON THE ROAD, which is swallowed up
by the waves.
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Camera tracks alongside him as he runs down the beach
and right into the arms of UNCLE TOMMY, who picks him up and
hugs him tight, as if for dear life... He is worn out and
unshaven. He looks as if he's been in the same clothes for days.
He also looks scared.
UNCLE TOMMY
(Lovingly)
Oh Jackie...
JACK
Where have you been? Nobody knows-...
UNCLE TOMMY
I know. I know, kiddo.
JACK
We should go tell Mom... .
UNCLE TOMMY
O.K..O.k...not right now though...
•Let's take a walk first. Just you and
me. O.K.?....(He leads Jack away)...
Are you cold?
\
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JACK
(nods)
_ I ran out without my jacket.
UNCLE TOMMY
Let's go inside somewhere....
They head for the Arcadia Funworld, beach entrance. Tommy looks
around furtively, to make sure no one can see them.
CUT TO:
INT. ARCADIA FUNWORLD; The Funhouse - DAY.
A skeletal, abandoned barn-like structure, with windows that
run along the beach side and the Main Street side. Empty spaces
which once held video games & pinball machines, surround
Tommy and Jack. In the center is an old fashioned CAROUSEL.
Tommy heads straight for the Main Street side and looks
out the windows. He seems anxious, worried.
UNCLE TOMMY
When did you get here?
JACK
Last night. What-...
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UNCLE TOMMY
Does Morgan know you're here?
JACK
No. He called before we left but
Mom didn't talk to him.
TOMMY
How is your Mom?
Suddenly Jack's face grows dark and serious. Tommy turns when
Jack doesn't respond, sees his face and knows what this means.
TOMMY
I guess she told you huh?
JACK
(child-like baiting)
Told me what?

. .

Tommy kneels down before and speaks very straightforwardly,
refusing to coddle Jack;
TOMMY
Jack, I know this is hard...but
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TOMMY
if you want to ask me a question,
_ then you ask me. Don't play games.
You're not a little kid anymore.
Jack, feely slightly reprimanded, straightens up and decides to
meet the challenge.
JACK
Does my Mom have cancer?
TOMMY
(pause then plainly)
- Yes.
This stings Jack. But he raises his courage to ask;
JACK
Is she dying?
Pause. Tommy knows he has to do this, but he doesn't want to.
TOMMY
Yes.
Jack face goes white. His worst nightmare is coming true.
Tommy grabs him by the shoulders;
UNCLE TOMMY
I'm sorry kid.
But you gotta be strong now...
I've got alot to tell you. And we don't
have much time. You've got to leave
this place. Right away.
JACK
(upset, holding back tears)
Good. I hate it here.
UNCLE TOMMY
No, you have to go because it's dangerous
here...And because you're needed
somewhere else...And because...
You can save your Mom.
JACK
(dumbfounded)
What?
At that moment, Tommy's sees, out of the Main Street window;
A BLACK VAN turning slowly cruising down the deserted street.
Clearly scared, Tommy quickly pulls Jack out of view.
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He puts his hand over Jack's mouth, pressing both of them
against the wall until the BLACK VAN stops in front of the
Funworld. Jack reads on the side of the van, the words WILD
CHILD are spray painted in big block letters.
UNCLE TOMMY
God Phil, forgive me. I lead them right to him.
Tommy pulls Jack roughly, to the center of the carousel. They
squat down low so as not to be seen. He peers in between the
horses and sees;
The Van slowly driving away.
Tommy breathes a momentary sigh of relief. Jack is scared now.
JACK
Who's in the van? Why are they fol-...?
TOMMY
Listen! You've got to listen.
There isn't enough time. There's
too much to tell..I..I'll try to
get to everything but...you just
have to listen to me now...O.K.?
Jack nods apprehensively. A simple man. Tommy tries to explain;
TOMMY
(frustrated, TALKS FAST)
I wish I had the words. Your father
was good at this...Phil was always
smarter than me. He was a great man,
your dad. A man of vision.
Aren't many like him. He always
believed there was more to this
world of ours...more than we could
sometimes see or understand with just this...
(Taps his head)
...And he was right. There is more.
He found it(tries to explain)
Do you remember when you were a kid
and...and you used to be able to
close your eyes and..and...imagine
you were some place else...Like a daydream?
And it felt like a real place?
Jack shakes his head. He doesn't understand.
TOMMY
Damn, I'm not saying this right...
24
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Tommy pulls out a SMALL VIAL with brownish
TOMMYHere, I'll just have to show
Sometimes, when you get oldei
your imagination goes, so you
some help. Or if your scared t
like I me, you need alot of he
He uncaps the vial and JACK CAN SMELL BURNT LI
JACK
Dad! It smells like dad.
TOMMY
(hopeful)
Yeah, that's right.
O.S. BANGING! Tommy and Jack turn with a start - The hu<
doors of the Funworld begin to shake. The WILD CHILD VA
PARKED IN FRONT. Someone with great strength is trying
TOMMY
Hurry! Put some on your finger
and then rub it on this spot
right between your eyes above your nose.
(Jack tries to object but;)
DO IT!...There's no time...
He hands the vial to Jack, just as;
THE BARN DOORS begin to break apart.
Tommy quickly moves to the CAROUSEL CONTROL PANEL and
THE CAROUSEL....Causing the horses to move quickly aro
for additional protection. Meanwhile, Jack dabs his fi
hesitating to rub it on.
TOMMY
Go ahead.
(taking the vial)
I'll be right behind you.
Jack rubs the liquid into his forehead as the carouse.'
around him.
POV JACK:
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The carousel horses spin around the Funworld Arcade,
the barn doors as they break open more and more....th
as if one half of the arcade were wiped away, the baz
gone and replaced by AN OPEN FIELD with LIVE HORSES..
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carousel continues it's revolution, THE REST OF THE ARCADE
DISAPPEARS AS WELL, until all Jack can see is AN OPEN FIELD
AND HORSES...WIDE ANGLE? TERRITORIES.
Jack sits in the middle of a circle of HORSES GALLOPING in
a perfect circle, like trained circus animals...He can't believe
his eyes. He scans the scene beyond the horses;
It is the beach from his father's holographic photo. Jack
is amazed. His Uncle is suddenly behind.
JACK
My God.
AND YET IT IS THE SAME BEACH WHERE THE ALHAMBRA INNS AND
HIS MOTHER STILL ARE...But it's not the same....
The colors are extraordinaryly vivid. He turns to where the
Alhambra Inns normally stands and finds there is nothing there
but miles of tall sea grass blowing gently in the wind. He takes
deep breaths and feels lighter, clearer. He looks at "the horizon
line where the indigo ocean meets a sky the color of faded
deroin....the horizon-line shows a faint but unmistakable curve".
The water is not brown but a clear, clean blue. The Funhouse is
gone, but instead there stands the tall TENTED PAVILLION.
Even their clothes have changed - a one piece worksuit made 7<P*
of some kind of canvas material with cloth shoes in a drab,
tan color. Most of the people are wearing this "uniform".
JACK
Holy shit..What happened? Where are we?
TOMMY
We flipped over. They call this
place the Territories...
JACK
But..what
TOMMY
(speaking softly, but urgently)
Sshhh. Just follow me.
Tommy and Jack cut through the horses, beyond the circle and
down to the beach....They start walking, passing by various
kinds of carnival performers practising their crafts...
Jack looking at the sights in awe is gently down to the beach;
They take a step or two, then Jack staggers, breathing heavily.
j^0^\
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JACK
I feel a little dizzy.
TOMMY
O.K...sit down...I'11 get you some water
Jack sits in the sand - his head reeling. Tommy exits O.S.
Jack searches for his inhaler and pulls out a BAMBOO REED.
He doesn't know what to do with it. He panics for a moment,
afraid he won't be able to catch his breath...But suddenly
he realizes that HE CAN BREATH QUITE EASILY HERE... He takes a
deep breath. He takes another to make sure he isn't being fooled.
He looks for Uncle Tommy;
Out on the shore, he sees TOMMY CUPPING SOME WATER IN HIS HANDS
as it washes back into the ocean. He brings it back to Jack.
Jack flinches but Tommy explains;
*

TOMMY
It's O.K..it's fresh water.
JACK
A fresh water ocean?!
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TOMMY
Well....it's salt water when it
comes in...but, after it gives the
salt to the beach, it goes back fresh.
That's why you have to catch it on
it's way back...Here.
Jack hesitantly sips the water and to his amazement, it is fresh.
TOMMY
All shore villages are about the salt.
See those huts...
Jack looks up the beach to several huts, with big BOILING POTS
and TUBES over fire that look like pre-Industrial Revolution
machinery. SKilled workers labor about the machinery.
TOMMY
The water gives the salt to
the sand and the people take
the salt out of the sand...Then
they trade it.
JACK
But...how...how does the water give
the salt?

V
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TOMMY
See those guys in the long robes?
Jack looks in the other direction and sees;
A line of SEVERAL OLD MEN in long robes sitting on the beach
facing the ocean and talking under their breaths in unison.
TOMMY
They're kind of like priests. They talk to
the ocean all day, asking it for salt
and...well...the ocean gives it.
Jack looks at-Tommy like he's nuts. Tommy shrugs;
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TOMMY
Have you ever seen a sky so blue?
There are no cars here Jack, no factories.
You're either a farmer or a salt worker
or an ironsmith ...
(respectfully)
Skill Jack. Everyone has a skill
they're proud of. First time your father
took me I thought I was in heaven.
He told me it's been here for centuries.
(he sits, frustrated)
I wish he were here now. He could explain.
I'm not a philosopher or scientist. The
easiest way I guess is to say that the world we know...it just isn't the only one.
Except, our minds think it is...
These other worlds are going on right at
the same time, only we can't see them
unless, we work at it with
our imaginations, which comes from some
place else...some place, I don't know,
more of God's world. Your dad said imagination
wasn't just something kids played with...
that imagination was more even powerful
than any science or any machine because
everything .that was ever created - started
out an idea in somebody's imagination.
And because everything has imagination even the water. That thing back home
about the Earth being alive and all...
Well, they get that idea from the Territories.
Looks like magic to us... But these people
believe in the magic...like...like
we believe in physics back home.
Jack listens with astonishment.
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TOMMY
Your Dad said this wasn't even the only
- other world...There are more...
And all these different
worlds are all connected somehow.
So that, sometimes what you do
in one world...can affect the other...
Your Dad was trying help them make
things right here so...so that
things would be right in our world.
(gravely)
Already there are parts of the
Territories that are ruined...bad
- water, air you can't breath...sick
animals and people - all from our world...
Ever since

